
24 27 32 

35 43 49 

50 58 66 

67 73 75 

81 86 92 

96 99 70 

30 62 21 
 



0 1  2 

3 4 5 

6 7 8 

9 10 11 

12 13 14 

15 16 17 

18 19 20 
 



10 20 30 

40 50 60 

70 80 90 

100 + - 

= x ÷ 

< > + 

= -  
 



Ideas for activities with TU numbers 

 
 Pick two numbers count between them.  Count forwards and 

backwards. 

 What is number before?  What is the number after? 

 Pick three numbers and put them in order. 

 Pick a number and write it in words. 

 Which number is between 26 and 28? 

 Which numbers are between 20 and 28? 

 Pick two numbers – which is the greatest/smallest? 

 How many tens in the number? 

 How many units in the number? 

 Which number has 5 tens, 8 units etc? 

 What is ten more/less? 

 Pick a number and round it to the nearest 10. 

 Roll a dice and add/subtract the number on the dice to the TU 

number. 

 Pick a number.  What is 9 more/less? 

 Pick a number.  What is 11 more/less? 

 Pick a number start counting forwards and backwards in 

2/5/10/3/4/6/8/9 from this number. 

 Use two TU numbers and add/subtract them. 

 Use two numbers.  Which number comes half way between? 

 Roll a dice and multiply the number on the dice to the TU 

number. 

 Pick two numbers and multiply them together. 

 Pick 4 cards – use the digits to make two 2 decimal place 

numbers.  Add/subtract the numbers together 

 Pick a number and identify all the factors of that number 

 Pick a number.  Here is the target number/answer but what 

could be the calculation. 

 Pick 3 or 4 numbers.  Add them together.  


